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Degree of comparison worksheet for class 5

Content index by Manjusha Nambiar · June 23, 2017 When we compare two people or things, we use a comparative form of adjective. We create comparative adjectives by adding a positive adjective. Tall – higher Big – bigger Small – smaller Nice – nicer – kinder adjectives of three or more syllables form their comparatives with more. Beautiful – more beautiful Difficult – more demanding Pleasant – more
pleasant Attention – more careful When we compare three or more people or things, we use an excellent form of adjective. We create superlatives by adding -est to a positive adjective. Softer – softer – softest Tiny – tiny – smallest Smarter – smartest high – higher – the highest adjectives of three or more syllables form their superlatives with a majority. Intelligent - intelligent - the most intelligent Ridiculous -
the most ridiculous exercises Fill in the blanks with the appropriate comparative or superlative forms. Tips Use the superlative adjoutiv after the article. Use the comparative form of the adjective before the coupling before. 1. Chennai is ................... than Bangalore. (hot) 2. I earn ................... money than you. (many) 3. This is ............... than that. (good) 4. Rajani is ................... than her sister. (tall) 5.
Avishkar is .................... boy in class. (smart) 6. Rani is .................. than Rama. (pretty) 7. Mount Everest is .................. peak in the world. (high) 8. Fox is ................... than a goat. (smart) 9. Raj is ................... of the four brothers. (high) 10. This is ................... solution to this problem. (simple) 11. Ramya is .................. girl in class. (silent) 12. I am .................. people all over the world. (unhappy) Answers 1.
Chennai is sexier than Bangalore. 2. I'll make more money than you. 3. This is better than that. 4. Rajani is taller than her sister. 5. Avishkar is the smartest boy in the class. Rani is prettier than Rama. 7. Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world. 8. A fox is smarter than a goat. 9. Raj is the tallest of the four brothers. 10. This is the simplest solution to the problem. 11. Ramya is the quietest girl in the
class. I'm the unluckiest man in the whole world. Tags: CBSE Class 5 English Sheets Adjectives can be used to compare. See the examples below. She's more beautiful than her sister. Ram is stronger than Shyam. John is the tallest boy in the class. Here the expressions more beautiful and powerful are examples of comparative adjectives. The highest is an example of a superlative adjective. This
grammatical sheet tests a student's ability to use grades of comparison. Complete the following sentences using the adjective of the appropriate degree of comparison. Degrees of comparison of sheet 1. Gold is
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... than silver. (expensive) 2. The sun is .............................. than a month. (hot) 3. Honey is
................................................................................................................................................ than milk. (sweet) 4. Supriya's than Maya. (tall) 5. The elephant is .................................................................................................................................................. than a tiger. (large) 6th Cheetah Running Running than a deer. (fast) 7. Alice is
....................................................................................................................................... than Mary. (pretty) 8. China is ..................................................................................................................................................... than India. (large) 9. My brother is
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ than I do. (short) 10. My father is
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... than my mother. (old) Solution 1. Gold is more expensive than silver. 2. The sun is warmer than the moon. 3. Honey is
sweeter than milk. 4. Supriya is higher than Maya. 5. The elephant is larger than the tiger. 6. The cheetah runs faster than the deer. 7. Alice is prettier than Mary. 8. China is bigger than India. 9. My brother is smaller than me. Or my brother is smaller than me. 10. My father is older than my mother. Fill in the spaces with the correct degree of adjective in parentheses. Notes: The English adjective can exist in
three forms – positive grade, comparative degree and superlative. Test your knowledge of these forms with this exercise. 1. Raveena is ........................... (college) than her sister. 2. The Alps are ................................................................................................................................................. (high) mountain ranges in Europe. 3. The test was very ......................... (easy) 4. The test was ......................... (easy)
than I thought. 5. She is ......................... (old) than him. 6. Who is ...................... The (tall) man in the world? 7. I can run ........................ than you. (fast) 8. Who is ........................ a runner in class? (fast) 9. Ravi house is like ....................... (big) like Peter's house. 10. She took ....................... (thick) ropes that connect the bags together. 11. This story is
............................................................................................................................................... (interesting) than the story. Answers 1. Raveena is taller than her sister. 2. The Alps are the highest mountain range in Europe. 3. The test was very easy. 4. The test was easier than I thought. 5. He's older than him. 6. Who is the tallest man in the world? 7. I can run faster than you. 8. Who is the fastest runner in the
class? 9. Ravi's house is as big as Peter's house. 10. She took the strongest ropes to tie the bags together. 11. This story is more interesting than this story. Fill in the blanks with an adjective corresponding to the degree of comparison. We use a positive adjective in the structure as .... how to say that people or things are similar. We use superlatives to compare one person to the entire group to which they
belong. We use comparisons to compare one person with another person or persons. Warmer, the comparative form is hot. We use comparisons to compare one person with another person or persons. We use a positive adjective in the structure as ... as we use superlatives to compare one person with the entire group they belong to. Faster is the comparative form of fast. Simpler, the comparative form is
easy. The right structure is like ... As.. Less clever is comparative Smarter is a comparative form of smart. Answers 1. James is as tall as his brother. 2. Alexander was one of the greatest kings who ever lived. 3. Martin is more practious than any other boy in the class. Chennai is sexier than Mumbai. 5. Very few cities in Asia are as big as Hong Kong. 6. This cathedral is the largest in southern India. 7. 7.
flies faster than birds. 8. Kitchen appliances have facilitated cooking. 9. Very few countries are as rich as America. 10. Some beans are at least as nutritious as meat. 11. Naomi is less smart than her sister. 12. Clara is smarter than Sara. The English adjective has three forms – positive, comparative and superlative. Fill in the following sentences using the appropriate form of the adjective. Answers 1. She's
prettier than her sister. 2. Martha is a nice girl. 3. Supriya is the most intelligent girl in the class. Martin speaks good English. 5. Russia is the largest country in the world. 6. China is a large country. 7. China is bigger than India. 8. This is the most interesting book I have ever read. 9. I'm smarter than you. 10. Take the shorter of the two routes. Look at the following sentences: Naina is a tall girl. Jolly's taller
than Naina. Saumya is the highest of the three. What did you notice in the above sentences? Adjectives change in form (high, higher, highest) and display comparisons. These three forms are known as three degrees of comparison. The high adjective indicates simple quality. This is called a positive degree. When comparing two objects or people and saying that one has a certain quality to a greater extent
than the other, we use a comparative form of adjective. This means that the adjective 'higher' is a comparative degree high. Note: A comparison title is generally followed before. When an object or person has quality to a greater extent of everything that is compared, then an excellent form of adjective is used. This means that the adjective 'highest' is Superlative Degree High. Note: (i) Superlative form of
adjective is used when comparing more than two objects or persons. (ii) Superlative grade precedes '' and is generally followed by 'z. The formation of grades of comparative and superlatives are formed by: (i) adding '-er' and '-est' to the positive stage; as a positive comparative superlative daring bold short short deep deep deep deepest colder warmer warmer strongest poorer poorest poorest richer richest
richest (ii) adding only 'r' and 'st' when positive ends in 'e'; as a positive comparative superlative of the great greater wiser wiser bravest bravest, the bravest finer finer nobler noblest easiest (iii) by changing the 'y' to 'i' and adding 'er' and 'est' if the positive ends in the 'y' precedes the consonant; as a positive comparative superlative noisier noisier noisier ugliest ugliest ugliest holier holy holy happy happiest
happy pretty prettiest easiest simple note: If the 'y' positive degree precedes the voperator than the 'y' remains intact and '-er' and 'est' are added to be comparative and superlative; as a positive comparative superlative greyer greyer gayest (iv) by doubling the final consonating before adding '-er' and 'est' if positive ends in one consony preceded by a voir; as a positive comparative superlative fattlus fattlus
larger largest hot warmer warmer thinner thinner thinner most freezing saddest reddest red blackest wet wet wet wet wet (v) placing 'more' and 'most' before all adjectives more than two syllables and many adjectives of two syllables; as a positive comparative superlative intelligent most intelligent most beautiful more beautiful most dangerous most famously famous popular popular popular handsome
handsome most pleasant pleasant more expensive more expensive (vi) Some adjectives form their Comparative and Superlative irregularly; as positive comparative superlative good better worse worse worse a little less distant much further much more much more much more late later, last last, last (vii) Double Comparative and double Superlative to be avoided; as incorrect : This is a safer place. Right :
This is a safer place. Incorrect: He's the busiest man in the office. That's right: He's the busiest man in the office. (viii) Words such as senior, junior, superior, lower are always followed than; Mr. Sharma is worse than me. That's right: Mr. Sharma is worse than me. Incorrect: I'm younger than you. Right: I'm junior to you. Incorrect: Mr. Sinha is the most emused of all. That's right: Mr. Sinha is better than
everyone. Cvičení 1 Vyplňte prázdná místa: Pozitivní srovnávací superlativ Mnoho ______ Nejvíce Happy nejslavnější nejšťastnější nejslavnější horší ______ tuk fatter ______ ______ gayer gayest moudrý ______ wisest _______ tenčí nejtenčí dobrý ______ nejlepší dál ______ ošklivé ______ ošklivější příjemnější ______ nejpříjemnější trochu ______ více nejméně ______ Odpověď: 1. více 2. šťastnější
3. slavný 4. nejhorší 5. nejtlustší 6. gay 7. moudřejší 8. tenký 9. lepší 10. 11. nejošklivější 12. příjemné 13. méně 14. většina Cvičení 2 Vyberte správné slovo zevnitř závorek : He is smarter ............ Me. (than, to) He's older............ by five years. (than, until) Reeta is the most intelligent ............ all students of the class. (before, from) Choose ............ (better, best) of the two. Uttar Pradesh is ............ inhabited
state of India. (more, most) Create............ Noise. (little, less) Shabana is ............ painter of both. (good, better) You're a junior............ Me. (than, to) Health is ............ than wealth. (better, best) The Taj Mahal is one of the ............ beautiful buildings in the world., (more, most) Answer: 1. than 2nd to 3rd 4th better 5th most 6th less 7th better 8th to 9th better 10th most exercises 3 Fill in the blanks in the
correct form of adjectives (Comparative or Superlative). Kavita is ____ the girl in the class. (good) Mt. Everest is the ____ mountain peak in the world. (high) Delhi is ____ than Chennai. (hot) Diamond is ____ of all gems. (expensive) Iron is ____ of all metals. (heavy) My doll is than yours. (pretty) Sarita is ____ the girl in the class. (popular) Africa is ____ from all five continents. (hot) My car is ____ more
than yours. (expensive) Rachna is ____ than her sister. (tall) This photo is ____ of both. (good) The streets of Karachi are ____ than Mumbai (wide) He is a ____ runner here. (fast) Your accent is ____ rather than mine. (bad) Lead is ____ than any other metal. (heavy) Answer: 1st best 2nd highest 3rd warmer 4th most expensive 5th heaviest 6th nicer 7th most popular 8th hottest 9th more expensive 10th
higher 11th better 12th wider 13th fastest 14th worse 15th heavier NCERT SolutionsMathsScienceSocialEnglishHindiSanskritRD Sharma Sharma
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